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were placed on ten days of HQO. The same day, the

Ministerial SARS combat team was set up and announced.

SARS screening at our ED rose to 207 on 21 April, compared

to 114 the previous day. Forty-four workers from the

market came for screening and seven were admitted

as suspects. The following day, ED saw 183 patients for

SARS screening. Twenty-nine were related to the market,

and one was admitted as a suspect SARS. And following

our Prime Minister’s open appeal to residents to be socially

responsible, ED SARS screening cases rose to 290 on

24 April.

INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH OUTBREAK

The MOH press release of 13 May began with “there are

no new probable cases of SARS today.” Then it mentioned

that a cluster of 24 patients and six nurses at the Institute

of Mental Health (IMH) had developed fever which was

detected over the two-day period from 11 to 12 May. Of

these, 23 patients were from wards 60 and 64, and one

was from ward 65. All were referred to TTSH ED for

assessment, after which all, save three nurses (who were

given medical leave), were warded at TTSH for observation.

Two IMH doctors from these wards were also warded.

Further, all patients who had been discharged from

IMH from 23 April till 2 May were called up for review

at TTSH. Also, those discharged from 3 May onwards,

were put on HQO for ten days starting 10 May. Home

and close contacts of febrile staff and patients were

also on HQO. Both the CEO and CMB of IMH became

our inpatients.

The final number from IMH admitted to TTSH over the

next few days were 20 staff and 33 patients. All were for

observation, none with probable or suspect SARS. Tests for

coronavirus on several IMH patients with chest X-ray changes

were negative. Several staff were found to be positive for

influenza B virus. The clinical picture of the IMH cohort was

not typical of SARS. Many had running noses and for almost

all, the fever had subsided by 16 May. A few had TB and

dengue fever.

HOPES DASHED

On 17 May, we were hopeful that on 18 May, WHO would

declare Singapore SARS-free. It had been already 65 days

since TTSH went into the emergency mode of operation.

The press release from MOH stated that “MOH has now

established that the cluster of IMH patients and staff who

came down with fever from 11 to 12 May is not due to SARS.

A total of 34 inpatients and 20 staff from IMH were admitted

to TTSH for observation for fever. All the patients were in

stable condition. Since yesterday, 25 have been discharged.

So far, PCR testing for coronavirus has been negative in

samples taken from 40 patients. Of nine patients who were
tested, six were positive for influenza B virus.”

Then on 18 May came the big disappointment. MOH

released the following statement. “A patient who has been

admitted to TTSH since 11 May 2003 has been diagnosed to

have probable SARS today.” This patient became unwell on

5 May, was admitted to TTSH on 11 May with X-ray changes

of early pneumonia. He had travelled to Malaysia on 18 April,

1 and 5 May. PCR testings for coronavirus on 11 and 12 May

were negative. He deteriorated and entered MICU on 13 May

and was intubated on 15 May. Repeat samples sent for PCR

tested positive on 17 May. The same sample was retested on

18 May and was positive again. Using a different PCR test kit, two

additional samples taken on 18 May were also positive. And blood

serology on 18 May was also positive for antibodies to SARS.

As his history of contact with SARS was negative, MOH

made a public appeal for contacts of his and released his

name and work place address. In the end, even after 31 May,

we were not able to trace where he got the infection.

CONCLUSION

The situation continued to improve. Home surveillance monitoring

for patients discharged from all restructured hospitals and

those seen at ED except TTSH was lifted. We remained the

lone facility prepared for battle with SARS. Staff from other

hospitals like Alexandra Hospital, SGH, and KKWCH (and

NUH for paediatrics and obstetrics) returned to their bases.

On 31 May 2003, Singapore rejoiced. It was off the WHO list

of countries with local transmission. We were SARS-free.  ■

C o u n c i l  N e w s

1. MAIDS EMPLOYMENT MEDICAL EXAMINATION

The SMA Advisory on “Maids Employment Medical Examination” was first issued and published in the March 2003 issue of

the SMA News. The advisory is intended as a guideline of good practice, for medical practitioners to recognise the pitfalls,

and to offer professional, practical and ethical advice on resolving the many issues involved.

The SMA Council would like to remind members to study this advisory carefully and to keep it handy for reference.

Members who do not have a copy can contact the SMA Secretariat at Tel: 6223 1264 for assistance.  ■
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